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1. INTRODUCTION
One of the most important properties which distinguishes Hilbert spaces
from other Banach spaces is the well-known extension property, first
w xproved for Euclidean spaces by Kirzbraun 11 and extended to Hilbert
w x w x w xspaces by Valentine 17, 18 . Hans 8 , Andrus and Brown 1 , DeBlasi and
w x w x w xMyjak 5 , Papageorgiou 14 , and Kandilakis and Papageorgiou 10 con-
sidered different random versions of the Tietze extension theorem and the
Hahn]Banach theorem. Related results were also given by Beg and
w x w xShahzad 2 and Myjak and Zygadlewicz 13 . In this paper, we establish a
connection of the famous Kirzbraun]Valentine extension theorem with
random approximations. We give a random version of the Kirzbraun]
Valentine theorem. By using it, we obtain a random approximation
theorem and a random fixed point theorem. Our results extend several
earlier ones existing in the literature.
* This work was done while the author was visiting the Florida Institute of Technology.
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2. PRELIMINARIES
 .Let X be a separable Banach space and V, S be a measurable space.
Ã .Let Z be a set and P Z be a collection of subsets of Z. Denote by N the
Ãset of all infinite sequences of positive integers and by N the set of all0
finite sequences of positive integers. A set A : Z is said to be obtained
 .from P Z by applying the Souslin operation, if there exists a map
Ã ` .  .k: N ª P Z such that A s D F k r N n , where r N n denotes theÃ0 r g N ns1
Ãfirst n-elements of r g N. Note that the union in the Souslin operation is
 .  .uncountable. So if P Z is a s-field, then A may be outside of P Z . If,
 .however, P Z is closed under the Souslin operation, then we say that
 .P Z is a Souslin family. Note that every complete s-field is a Souslin
 w x.family see Wagner 19 .
X  .Let 2 be the family of all subsets of X, C X all nonempty closed
 .subsets of X, and CC X all nonempty closed and convex subsets of X.
 .A multifunction F: V ª C X is said to be measurable if and only if
y1 .   . 4 for all U : X open, F U s v g F v l U / B g S note that in
w xHimmelberg's terminology 9 , such a multifunction is said to be weakly
. w x  .measurable . Following Engl 6 , we will say that F ? is separable if and
only if there exists a countable set D : X such that for all v g V,
 .  .D l F v s F v . Let F: V ª C X be a measurable multifunction and .
 .  .4   .. let Gr F s v, x g V = X : x g F v the graph of F ? . We know see
w x.  .  .Wagner 19, Theorem 4.2 that Gr F g S = B X , with B X the Borel
X  4s-field of X. Then T : Gr F ª 2 _ B is random operator with stochastic
 .   .domain F ? if and only if for all U : X open, v g V: T v, x l U /
 .4  .B, x g F v g S. We will say that T ?, ? is a continuous random opera-
 .tor with stochastic domain F ? , if in addition for every v g V, the
 .  .multifunction x ª T v, x is continuous on F v . Let Y be a metrizable
space. A function f : V = X ª Y is said to be a Caratheodory function if
 .  .for all x g X, v ª f v, x is measurable and for all v g V, x ª f v, x
is continuous. It is well known that such a function is jointly measurable. A
X  4random fixed point of T : Gr F ª 2 _ B is a measurable map j : V ª X
 .  .  .   ..such that for all v g V, j v g F v and j v g T v, j v . A random
 .operator T : Gr F ª X with sochastic domain F ? is called Lipschitzian if
 . 5  .  .5  . 5 5for all v g V and x, y g F v , T v, x y T v, y F k v x y y ,
w .  .where k: V ª 0, ` is a measurable map. If k v s 1 for any v g V,
then T is called nonexpansive.
3. MAIN RESULTS
 .We say that a pair of normed spaces X, Y has the Kirzbraun property
 4  4if, whenever x : X, y : Y, where I is an arbitrary indexa a g I a a g I
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5 5 5 5   .4   .4set such that y y y F x y x , a / b , B x ; r and B y ; r ,a b a b a a a a
  .4a g I, are two families of balls, and F B x ; r / B, thena g I a a
  .4  .F B y ; r / B. This is abbreviated as property K. Here B x; ra g I a a
denotes the closed ball about x of radius r.
 .Remark 3.1. The pair H, H where H is a Hilbert space has the
w xproperty K. For details, we refer to Valentine 17, 18 .
 .Throughout this paper, V, S is a measurable space with S a Souslin
family.
 .  .THEOREM 3.2. Let X, Y be separable real Banach spaces, F: V ª C X
 .be a separable measurable multifunction, and f : Gr F ª Y be a nonexpan-
 .  .si¨ e random operator with stochastic domain F ? . If X, Y has property K,
Ãthen there exists a nonexpansi¨ e random extension f : V = X ª Y of f.
 .  .Proof. Choose p g X such that v, p f Gr F for some v g V.
 . 5 5 5  .Consider the balls B x; r where r s x y p ) 0. Since f v, u yx x
 .5 5 5  .  .f v, ¨ F u y ¨ , for u, ¨ g F v and F B x; r / B for eachx g F v . x
v g V, it follows, by property K, that
C v s B f v , x ; r / B, .  . .Fp x
 .xgF v
for each v g V.
 . wSince F ? is measurable, by Theorem III-9 of Castaing and Valadier 4,
x  .p. 67 there exists a sequence of measurable selectors h : V ª X n G 1n
 .such that F v s h v nG1 for each v g V. Now 4 .n
5 5C v s ¨ : ¨ y f v , x F x y p 4 .  .Fp
 .xgF v
s ¨ : ¨ y f v , h v F h v y p .  . 4 .F n n
nG1
  ..  w xand v ª f v, h v is measurable see Lemma 10 of Engl 6 andn
w x.Proposition 3.1 of Kandilakis and Papageorgiou 10 . Also, for each
 5   ..5 5  . 54 v g V, v ª ¨ : ¨ y f v, h v F h v y p is measurable see then n
w x.  . proof of Theorem 6.4 in Himmelberg 9 . Further Gr C g S = B Y seep
w x. w x  .Himmelberg 9, p. 58 and by Theorem 4.2 of Wagner 19 , C ? isp
measurable, since S is a Souslin family. By the Kuratowski and
 w x.  .Ryll]Nardzewski selection theorem see Wagner 19 C ? has a measur-p
 .able selector j ? .p
Now define
Ãf v , x s f v , x , if v , x g Gr F .  .  .
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and
Ãf v , x s j v g C v , if v , p f Gr F for some v g V . .  .  .  .  .  .p p
We get a nonexpansive random extension of f from Gr F to Gr F j
Ãw .xv, p . It is not difficult to obtain a nonexpansive random extension f of
f defined on all of V = X by Zorn's lemma for details, we refer to
w x w x.Valentine 17, 18 and Beg and Shahzad 2 .
 .THEOREM 3.3. Let H be a separable real Hilbert space and F: V ª
 .CC H be a separable measurable multifunction. If f : Gr F ª H is a nonex-
 .pansi¨ e random operator, with stochastic domain F ? such that for all
  ..v g V, f v, F v is bounded, then there exists a measurable map j : V ª H
 .  . 5  .   ..5such that for all v g V, j v g F v and j v y f v, j v s
   ..  ..d f v, j v , F v .
Proof. By Remark 3.1 and Theorem 3.2, there exists a nonexpansive
Ã Hrandom extension f : V = H ª H of f. Next, let C : V ª 2 be a multi-1
function defined by
Ã ÃC v s x g F v : x y f v , x s d f v , x , F x . .  .  .  .  . . 51
w xBy Theorem 5 of Singh and Watson 16 , we know that for all v g V,
 .  .C v / B. Define a mapping g : V = H ª R by g v , x s1 q
Ã  .  ..d f v, x , F v . It is easy to see that g is continuous in x. By Lemma 6
w xof Engl 6 , g is measurable in v. Similarly the mapping c : V = H ª Rq
Ã . 5  .5defined by c v, x s x y f v, x is measurable in v continuous in x.
 .   .  . 4  .  .Set L v s x g H: c v, x y g v, x s 0 . Since h v, x s c v, x y
 .g v, x is jointly measurable, we have
Gr C s Gr F l Gr L1
s Gr F l v , x g V = H : h v , x s 0 g S = B H . 4 .  .  .
w x  .Since S is a Souslin family, from Theorem 4.2 of Wagner 19 , we get C ?1
is measurable. By the Kuratowski and Ryll]Nardzewski selection theorem
 w x.see Wagner 19 , there exists a measurable map j : V ª H such that
 .  .  .  .j v g C v for all v g V. Then j v g F v and1
j v y f v , j v s d f v , j v , F v , .  .  .  . .  . .
for each v g V.
 . w xRemark 3.4. 1 Theorem 3.3 generalizes Theorems 3 and 39 of Lin 12
w xand Theorem 6 of Beg and Shahzad 3 to the stochastic domain case. A
w x  .similar result can be found in Papageorgiou 15 , where V, S, m is a
complete s-finite measure space.
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 .2 Theorem 3.3 can be proved without using Theorem 3.2. The key
 .role is played by the fact that a continuous random operator f : Gr F ª Y
with stochastic separable domain F is measurable with respect to the trace
 .  .s-field S = b X l Gr F . Indeed, for any closed A ; Y we have
fy1 A s v : f v , e g A and e g F v 4 .  .  .F D n
ngN egD
1
= x : r x , e - , . 5n
  . 4where A s x: d x, A - 1rn , D is as in the definition of the separabil-n
ity of F, and r is the metric of X. As a consequence, we obtain
 .  .Gr C g S = b X .1
 .3 In Theorem 3.3, we may assume the deterministic approximation
property.
 .Let H be a separable real Hilbert space and let A be a nonempty,
closed, and convex subset of H. For any x g H the nearest point projec-
 .tion Proj x is well defined as the unique point of A which is nearest toA
 .x: that is, y g Proj x if and only if y g A andA
5 5 5 5 4x y y s inf x y z : z g A .
Proj is nonexpansive.A
There exist nonconvex subsets B in the Hilbert space H which have the
 .property that each x g conv B has a unique nearest point y g B. In
 .other words, Proj is well defined for all x g conv B . Such sets are saidB
to be Chebyshev with respect to their convex closure. For details, we refer
w xto 2 .
H  4  .Suppose F: V ª 2 _ B is a measurable multifunction such that F v
 . w  .xis Chebyshev with respect to K v s conv F v for each v g V.
w x  .COROLLARY 3.5 2 . If K : V ª CC H is separable and for each v g V,
 .F v is bounded, then e¨ery nonexpansi¨ e random operator f : Gr F ª H,
 .  .  .  .with stochastic domain F ? such that f v, x g F v for each v, x g
Gr F, has a random fixed point.
Proof. Let f : Gr F ª H be a nonexpansive random operator with
 .  .  .  .stochastic domain F ? and f v, x g F v , v, x g Gr F. Let f be a0
random nonexpansive extension of f guaranteed by Theorem 3.2. Now
Ã Ãw  .xtake f : Proj ( f , where Q s conv f Gr F . Then in particular f : Gr K ªQ 0
Ã Ã .  .  .H satisfies f v, x g K v for all v g V with x g K v and f has a
 .  .random fixed point j by Theorem 3.3. If j v g F v for each v g V,
Ã  ..   ..  .  .  .then f v, j v s f v, j v s j v . On the other hand, if j v f F v
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  ..for some v g V, then for y g Proj j v ,F v .
Ã Ãf v , y y j v s f v , y y f v , j v .  .  .  . .
F y y j v .
 .  .   .  .4and this implies f v, y s y. Define C v s x g F v : x s f v, x .1
 .Clearly, for all v g V, C v / B. It is easy to see that for all v g V,1
 .  .  . 5C v g C H . Let c : V = H ª R be defined by c v, x s x y1 q
 .5  .f v, x . Clearly c ?, ? is a Caratheodory function. Then note that
Gr C s Gr F l v , x g V = H : c v , x s 0 g S = B H . 4 .  .  .1
w x  .Since S is a Souslin family, Theorem 4.2 of Wagner 19 tells us that C ?1
is measurable. By the Kuratowski and Ryll]Nardzewski selection theorem
 w x.see Wagner 19 , we get j : V ª H a measurable map such that for all
 .  .  .v g V, j v g C v . Clearly j ? is the desired random fixed point of1
 .f ?, ? .
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